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Functional landscape of urothelial cancer gene regulatory networks
For a given set of gene ontology terms (e.g., set of significant terms) we drew a Gene Ontology graph using drawGO (unpublished). In the first step the procedure extracted the entire Gene Ontology graph [1] from the defined set of genes and its corresponding parental terms to the root term of the GO. The GO graph was then restructured by deleting parental terms that were not included in the defined set and by retaining the indirect associations between the terms. The parental terms that were iteratively deleted when corresponding child terms of a deleted term were reconnected to the parental terms of the deleted term. The introduced association in the graph therefore do not necessarily represent direct parent child connections and can include more distant ancestor child connection. The layout in drawGO is based on a force-based grid layout [2] that is remapped to node coordinates of a DIN scaled grid plane to prevent overlap between the nodes. The color scheme of the terms represented the rank of a term in the input, with red corresponding to terms that were highly ranked and yellow to terms with a lower rank. Functionally related GO terms were subsequently manually assigned into encircled subgroups and labeled to provide an intuitive interpretation of the functional landscape. Figure S1 Functional landscape of urothelial cancer gene regulatory networks. Shown are 299 Gene Ontology biological process terms with common significantly enriched subnetworks among the RNAseq, Bead and Oligo UC GRNs. The ranks of the terms for the individual GRN were aggregated. The color range from red to yellow denotes highly to low ranking of the terms. Term  edges  genes  gcc  padj  census  GO:0000184  nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolic process, nonsense-mediated decay  301  118  76  0  4  GO:0006413  translational initiation  321  153  85  0  6  GO:0006414  translational elongation  320  107  81  0  3  GO:0006415  translational termination  302  91  76  0  3  GO:0006613  cotranslational protein targeting to membrane  305  107  76  0  4  GO:0006614  SRP-dependent cotranslational protein targeting to membrane  304  105  76  0  4  GO:0019080  viral genome expression  310  152  77  0  12/+  GO:0019083  viral transcription  310  152  77  0 Table S1 GO biological process GPEA analysis of the RNAseq UC GRN. Shown are the GO identifiers (GOID), the corresponding GO term (Term), the number of interactions in the corresponding GRN subnetwork (edges), the number of genes, the size of the giant connected component of the corresponding subnetwork (gcc), bonferroni adjusted p-value and the number of cancer census genes in the corresponding subnetwork (census). A "+" sign in the census column indicates a significantly over-represented number of cancer census genes in the corresponding subnetwork. 
GPEA analysis of the RNAseq UC GRN for GO biological process

GOID
protein activation cascade 21 61 7 1.502e-12 0 GO:0046631 alpha-beta T cell activation 28 88 12 1.527e-12 17/positive regulation of angiogenesis 18 89 5 0.0004056 5 GO:0071559 response to transforming growth factor beta stimulus 45 198 16 0.000415 17/
GPEA analysis of the Bead UC GRN for GO biological process
